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ABSTRACT

A Web site is developed for offering sales information and service providing
disclaimers to the business and is similar to the way they will find the physical shop
such as company milestones, product, price, services offered and online order
placement. The approach is a way to create competitiveness over the competitors taking
the opportunity of electronic commerce through the technology of the Internet.
This project intends to present a cyber shop named http://www.thaidecor.com. The sales
information system is created as value added service to communicate with the
customers, suppliers and business partners.
Our site has been constructed by using sales information system that provides
information relevant to the business such as business establishment and transaction, and
product and services
According to marketing strategy, at the first stage, we focus on creating brand
awareness by trial to consumers. We expect to gain level of popularity among our
target consumers who are regularly use the Internet and also interested in decorative and
furniture items. In the first one or two years, the income may not be as high as expected
but after this site reaches the mature level, the income is expected to come from the
sales margin of our products. At this point, we expect an income of about 62,500 baht
per month (month 1st_z4th), within 8 months period this site would be profitable.
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l.1

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Project
In the fast changing world, the direction is aimed towards becoming the world of

information technology that is the boundary. The result is the changing ways of the
world's population in almost every aspect. Internet reduces the distance and creates
no boundary between people. The Internet impacted on human lives. For example,
what we do at home, how we work, how we study and what we do during the leisure
time have changed dramatically. The Internet also changes the way you do your
world business because it makes your business become more efficient and
effectiveness. It has changed from physical to virtual.
The Internet is a channel of e-commerce that is a part of e-business, not only on
selling or buying but also combined the marketing, advertising, promotions and so on.
E-commerce provides the convenient ways in shopping, price comparisons, selling,
and product searching. Since the Internet benefits are so huge, I would like to do the
business online. Internet is an open system. Therefore, I would like to operate both
B2C (Business-to-Consumer) and B2B (Business-to-Business).
Nowadays, the Thai decorative and Thai furniture there are many choices of
services, information, and many styles. Therefore, the consumers have to seek for
more information before they decided to buy the Thai decorative and Thai furniture.
The Internet is one kind of marketing tools that many consumers can gather
information, price comparisons, and many of styles. As we can see

clear~

the

Decorative Items and Furniture Online Website have become more and more popular
in today's decorative and furniture market such as ww\v.hheart.com, \V\VVv.asiatimber.com, \V\\IW.kenkoononline.com, and etc.
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In order to get the advantage from electronic commerce and Thai decorative and
Thai furniture market, The Thaidecor.com is established to provide Thai decorative
items and Thai furniture that make from the wood and original local material that
offered the uniqueness and different from the other competitors in the decorative and
furniture market.
1.2

Objectives of the Project

The objective of the project is to create a one-stop shopping web site. The
direction is to apply concepts learned in the program of Internet and E-Commerce
Technology into practice. Looking to the challenges and opportunities posed by the
Internet, the digital channel will facilitate the business operation effectively and
efficiently. A prototype of cyber shop is established is applied to access all business
partners. Customers receive 24 hours online service and are able to contact the firm by
e-mail. Cyber people are convenient to select the goods and services provided on the
web site and electronically making the order anytime and anywhere from private places.
1.3

Scope of the Project

The report will cover related strategies such as the Five-Force Model by Michael
Potter, SWOT Analysis, and Marketing plan by setting target market, market position,
and promotion mix.

There is a mockup of web pages created to have more

comprehensibility in the project. A payment gateway is not included in the project.
1.4

Deliverables

The deliverables cover the report and a prototype of web pages. The report
extends the details of the cyber shop and the prototype of web pages concepts in the
report being applied. Both of them presented in this course would make the project
complete.
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l.5

Project Plan
A plan is marked in order to accomplish the project on time. There are six steps

to perform during a project period stated following:
( 1)

Proposal submission

(2)

Research

(3)

Concept/Features of web development and design

(4)

Web/Report complete

(5)

Report submission

(6)

Defense
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Nowadays, people all around the world are familiar with the Internet and ecommerce technology. An outstanding increase in the Internet users and changing in
the people's lifestyles encourage e-commerce activities. The appearance of the Internet
might change the trading pattern from physical transaction to online transaction.
Business model would be improved with advanced technologies supports such as
WWW, e-mail, and online newsletter.

Web site generates faster transmission of

information to the target group via the aid of intelligent agent, which is the search
engine. In the cyber space world, information is considered as the most valuable assets.
To succeed or not, the main factor will depend on how attractive the presentation of
information to the target audience is. Therefore, the innovation of e-commerce creates
opportunity for small and medium enterprise to compete with the large company in the
world market by offering valuable information appearing in the case of Amazon.com.
In the new economy, small or home-based enterprise might dominate business
transaction with the facility of interactive system and real time trading. The design of
automatic management by advanced technology can settle the problem of the
differentiation of time in the world trade. People can trade any place and any time on
the cyber space or on the Internet. As a consequence of this new business model, the
Internet and e-commerce can increase the opportunity for international business to
another channel for advertisement, distribution, and communications with the
customers.
In the past few years, the development of the Thai decorative and Thai furniture
web site has started to grow. There are many decorative and Thai furniture online web
sites, which provide products, services, and more uniqueness styles.

4

These online web sites are re1ated to the Thai decorative and Thai furniture style
that produced from the pure Thai natura1 I 00% and a1so make the va1ue added through
the uniqueness design and sty1es.
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2.1

Background of the Organization

The growth rates of Internet users are increasing continuously. At the same
time, Thai decorative and Thai furniture has become more and more popular and the
Thai government also supported by set up the project OTOP (One Tumbon One
Product) to announce to the nationwide of 2003.
www.Thaidecor.com.
recogmze.

Our site's name is

The name is simple to access in people's mind and easy to

The name is easy to remember and our slogan is " ... Connection your

feeling ... " Therefore, the people can associate the name with our products and services.

Figure 2.1.

Logo of KS Decorative Company.
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2.2

Service Provided
Profile
The web site provides the company profile by details and address of the

company to create the credible toward to the customers.
Products
Inside this page, we provide the order conditions and products categories there
are: New Collection, Outdoor Accessories, Interior Accessories, and Household
Accessories to serve the customers. Furthermore, we also used the visual metaphor to
create attractive to the audiences by using the image of each categories to represents the
product categories.
New Collection
Inside this page, it is a sub-section of the product page. In the new collection,
we presented the new products design at that time. A new collection has included both
the new design of outdoor accessories, interior accessories, and household accessories
to serve the customers satisfaction.
Outdoor Accessories
Inside this page, it is a sub-section of the product page.

In the outdoor

accessories, we presented the outdoor products.
Interior Accessories
Inside this page, it is a sub-section of the product page.

In the interior

accessories, Thaidecor.com provides the interior products such as a postal, a lamp and
interior items.
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3.1

STRATEGIC PLAN IN MARKETING

Mission
We offer the Thai decorative and furniture items that produced 100% from the

local materials such as a coconut shell, teak, and rattan materials. The product and
services development is always innovated to meet the highest satisfaction of customers
looking to the market and economic environment.

Especially, we also serve the

customers by products design and unique styles by updating the product collection three
times per years to serve the customers needs and wants. The company applies the
advanced technology in the operation, production and business transaction to cause the
trustworthiness of the trade, and a digital communication is additionally provided to
facilitate the conventional business.

3.2

Short Term Goals
The presence of Thaidecor.com is mainly created in public focusing on the sales

market. The firm aims to gain 20% market share of Thai decorative and furniture items,
and to cover 30% market average in distribution. The availability of the product and
service is placed in distribution channel to reach the market demand and to get trial for
nOVICe.

3.3

Long Term Goals
In the long term, the firm aims to cover 40% market share of Thai decorative

and furniture items and to expand 60% market coverage in distribution.

The

development of our image to the public and the business relationship with all business
are keeping in touch. There is the continual product and service innovation, as well as
the exploration of advanced techniques in product design is developed to bring the most
effective yields.
9

3.4

Market Segmentation
Thaidecor.com would segment the market according to geographic segmentation

and behavioral segmentation.
Geographical Segmentation
In the short term, Thaidecor.com divided the customers geographic
segmentation into two markets there are in local market and foreign market.
For local market
(1)

Industry: wholesaler, retailers, and household users

(2)

Location: city

(3)

Company Size: small, medium, and large

(4)

Size of Order: small, medium, and large

For foreign market
(1)

Industry: wholesaler, retailers, and household users

(2)

Location: city

(3)

Company Size: small, medium, and large

(4)

Size of Order: small, medium, and large

Demographic Segmentation
Both in local and foreign market Thaidecor.com considers in age and income for
demographic segmentation.

We believe that the consumers at different ages have

different demands. Therefore, this segment will be beneficial for web design, selecting
services and contents of our target groups. Income segmentation will be considered to
know the purchasing power of our customers. It will be beneficial for selecting the
services and the products to e-commerce and for pricing strategies.
Behavioral Segmentation
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2453 ,,
In this part, the behavior of target audiences can be segmented as their lifestyles and
their personal interest. This segment will be beneficial for selecting the products and
services to build an interesting web site.

3.5

Target Market
From the segmentation of the market above, the target mainly the business group

located both a local and foreign market with the mass population.
transaction with the group is in medium and large amounts.

The purchase

Buyer may use our

products for some purposes or to resale.
The first business market is wholesalers and retailers in both local and foreign
market. The size of order is held in medium and large amounts. These groups acquire
our products in order to resale.
The second group is household users both in local and foreign market. The size
of order is held in small and medium amounts. These groups acquire our products in
order to resale and decorate their homes or their offices.

3.6

Five Force Analysis
Introducing the five forces analysis to be the marketing influences factors that

reflect the management pattern in our business world be described in the following
topics such as the competition of the new entrants, the rivalry among the competitors,
the e product substitution, and the bargaining power from customers and suppliers. We
also look at these external factors, as threat in our business; so we considered that the
internal factor to overcome threat would be an advantage compensation to defeat other
competitors. Overview of our business environment could lead to analyze with the five
forces as follows:
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Threats by the New Entrants Competition
The new competitor would have difficulty to plunge into the market with same
products and services because of the full services of our business and the information
technology era.

The full services would be similar to one stop shopping so if our

products and services could fulfill the customer satisfaction, then the customers had no
need to go to other web sites. And the IT era would make the new entrants difficult to
differentiate itself with the same products and services because the information is
everywhere on the Internet; so the advantage of the first move in full products and
services could achieve the market share markedly. Finally, the threat of new entrants
would be quite low.
Threats of Rivalry among Existing Firm
Referring to the first move in unique products and services m the Thai
decorative and Thai furniture items, the challenge between the existing firms had low
possibility. But the different in products design would have high competition to make it
unique and be attracting to the customers.
Threats of Product Substitution
The substitution problems would have to be considered because oflT era, which
revised any information on the Internet and other copier could make the same product or
same pattern as our business.

The customers could be confused by this problem.

Therefore, the update products design to uniqueness would have to be highly
concentrated to overcome the product substitution.
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Threats of the Bargaining Power to the Supplier
Nowadays, the public has high concern on the Thai decorative and Thai
furniture items I terms of raw materials and products styles.

Referring to these

prospects, they are well education and also have purchasing power to buy our products
so the demand is increasing.

The continual research and development the product

design will enhance our bargaining. The branding and customers relationship
management are keeping closely. The one stop shopping is established to enhance the
physical office. There is the increasing rate of surfers on the Internet who are mostly
well educated and have purchasing power to buy our products. The virtual channel
allow us to reduce the cost of business transactions, to enlarge the sale target and to
provide 24 hours communication with all the business partners causing the future cost to
slope down.
Threats of Bargaining Power to the Buyers
Thaidecor.com offers the unique Thai decorative and furniture items through the
digital channel to provide the convenient to consumers and business partners.

All

business is able to view images of products, price comparison, to place and order online
for the chosen items and to have interactive communication with us. Therefore, we
provide the full products and services so the threats in bargaining of the buyer could be
considered low.
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3.7

SWOT Analysis
Strength

(1)

We provide offer the Thai decorative and furniture items that produced

100% from the local materials.
(2)

We provide the Thai umque decorative and furniture items m

contemporary styles.
(3)

We provide free member clubs for Thai decorative and furniture items in

which all customers can get more benefit from this section on our web site such as enewsletter and launching of new product collection, and so on.
(4)

We will provide the shopping online in the near future.

(5)

With the Internet technology, we can observe the consumer behaviors by

using the Internet data collectors. As a result, we will have precise information of our
target groups.
Weakness

(1)

Thaidecor.com is a new web site. Therefore, it may take a time to create

brand awareness and reputation.
(2)

Because of the new business and new web site, the firm may invests with

the high initial cost of operation.
Opportunities

( 1)

Thai government tries to encourage the Internet and E-commerce by

creating the infrastructure in the local areas. Thaidecor.com is developed to being with
full products and services web sites. We can gain high opportunity for expanding the
Thai decorative and furniture items in the future.
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(2)

The Internet is a channel of e-commerce that is a parts of e-business not

only on selling or buying, but also involved marketing, advertising, promotion, and so
on.

E-commerce provides convenient ways in shopping, price comparison, and

products searching to the users. The Internet is one kind of media that many consumers
may gather information as much as they desire, especially as rate of the Internet users is
.
.
mcreasmg.

(3)

For the export market of Thai decorative and furniture items, they have a

high market growth from the foreign market such as United State, Canada, and Japan.

Threats
(1)

Thailand does not have cyber laws to support the business transaction of

e-commerce. However, the government is considering this laws and has encouraged the
laws to be issued soon. With the cyber laws support it would increase reliability for
global people to do commerce with Thai web site more.
(2)

Highly competitions in the Thai decorative items and Thai furniture

(3)

Thaidecor.com is a new web site. Therefore, it may take a time to create

items.

brand awareness and it may also take some budget for marketing and advertising to
promote this web site.

3.8

Customers Delivery Value (CDV)
Customers normally choose products and services from the company that they

perceive to offer the highest value. The evaluation of customer delivery value derives
from having the Total Customer Value the Total Customer Cost (CDV = TCV-TCC).
The information below describes the strategy in broader scope of our business.
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Total Customer Value (TCV)

( 1)

Product Value

Thaidecor.com offer the Thai decorative and furniture items that produced 100%
from the local materials. The products designs are always innovated to meet the highest
satisfaction of our customers.
(2)

Service Value

The cyber shop named Thaidecor.com is established to provide sales the Thai
decorative and furniture items 24 hours and to facilitate online order placement.
(3)

Image Value

The production and environment are brought into public acceptance, inspected
and certified by government. The security and control are provided on our web site
providing all transaction the authenticity, privacy, integrity and non-repudiation
characteristics.
(4)

Personal Value

Thaidecor.com provided the designers and well-training people are employed in
our business in order to research and developed the product design and style to serves
the customer satisfaction.
Total Customer Cost (TCC)

( 1)

Monetary Cost

Monetary cost is low because we are the manufacture and we used the

e-

commerce as the support distribution channel and also helps to expanding the market
opportunities to the nationwide.
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(2)

Time Cost

The Internet could reduce time cost with real time interaction. The prospects
visit the web site both to find the required information and to have online order. To
have alternative services, buyers will not face some physical annoyances. For instance,
the line may be busy so they must wait and try a new call. If the line is free, they may
wait for someone to answer the phone. Additionally, e-mail system and e-newsletter on
the Internet has also a lower time cost than physical mail. The customers accessing to
Thaidecor.com will take less time to receive information and see the new products in
the web site.
(3)

Energy Cost

The finn tries to helps buyers to receive the products and services with the least
effort. There is almost no energy cost if customers connect to Internet. They just only
click to the web site.
(4)

Physical Cost

Our web site attracts customers to enjoy with the online having unique product
design and simple color tone and clearing contents. The services cause them to have
happy time and business with the company.
Customer Services
The firm provided an activity of customer services to enhance customer's
satisfaction, and the activity helps to increase the brand loyalty. To have a cyber shop,
Thaidecor.com uses e-mail as a tool of customer services in communication to
disseminate information to send product information and to conduct correspondence
regarding any topics, but mostly inquiries from customers.
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3.9

Competitor Analysis

Referring to competitors of Thaidecor.com, we categorize them into direct and
indirect competitors. The direct competitors are considered as other wood decorative
and furniture items web sites.

The indirect competitors are offline decorative and

furniture providers.
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www.hheart.com
A web site www.hheart.com is one of our direct competitors of us because both
the products and services are quite familiar but not at all the as same as the
www.Thaidecor.com.

The site provides four categories those are About Company,

What's New, Our Products, and Contact Us. Normally, hheart.com provides two main
categories of products there are household and furniture to serve the customers.

€>' CoPVri¢•t 1.~? H«fl-dtMurt i;o., Url.
P.M:iw.~ an.d Oi!'v~!op~d by."',··"

I e-m.,il
'

: 'Co., ttd.

Figure 3.1.

Home Page of www.hheart.com.
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Strengths

(1)

The site design is orderly arranged.

There are sets of navigation,

providing simple text navigation for easy navigate user through the entire web site.
Therefore, the users will not get lost very easily.

·':bout us

Figure 3.2.

The Web Page of About Us in www.hheart.com.
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Weakness

(1)

Web design is unattractive. In the page of what are new, the contents in

the page is unrelated with the topics and the poor of typographic design.
(2)

The navigation bar is unattractive and also used the green color that as

same as the background.

hat's new

Q

·-·
Coptµight

:l')S~

Handt.Hutt •:o., UX!. I f·ma'1

O•s'91'.:i .ind t>t1wi.k>pt1d bJ' -,

Figure 3.3.

-UJ.

The Web Page of what's New in www.hheart.com.
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W\VW. asia-timber. com

A web site www.asia-timber.com is another one of our direct competitors of us.
Asia-timber.com provides an only one-product category that is furniture. This site
provides seven categories those are Main, Company, Factory, Teak, Products, Pricing,
and Contact Us.

IMPORTERS, EXPORTl'RS & GENERAi. MEllOlAllTS.
i 1110 Moo4, Sukap;f»n 2 Ro;d, ~:tgkru.ai, tfont~hun, Th~iland,

Heatl Olftce: f6&.2-5852438, .f.00--2-5354282,
~"2<>877300, ~"2"912947\J

FAX:-2~29

www.ol$i<J-.tifttht1.<om

Figure 3.4.

Home Page of\vww.asia-timber.com.
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's

Strengths

( 1)

The web provides the details about the company profile and address of

the factory to create the credible to the target audiences.

~

A'SfA n;,W'f.R U14ITE:f:l PARlt«:RSttW
IMPOllTE:::S, f').1'0Jl:Tat5 & C-Ek~<'<t Ut'lttrt.WTS
itJ'\OM,._~ S~.i"2f:: .. .N.&~.r;.tf~,,l.ri><m. Tlu4.MJ
l{u4()!f;~:~2~~re-;z~
FAA·~'-..~

AfJJ,~;ttlM/lEOPAAlltE~)ltf
ll!!-O'M004.SW-:~1n;IAf!l:iROAf'.~t'~.IWfH~jlfr"$,;.1~~
~2~-Gi.+OO-:.;:~.;.&:j.-2,-4:!11~.+'(;1$.i-'.;-f~

Figure 3.5.

The Web Page of Profile in www.asia-timber.com.
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Weakness

( 1)

The page of price on the web is still under construction. That means the

users cannot links to that page.
(2)

Web design is unattractive and the navigation bar also unattractive

although it have represented by the picture because the navigation bar is placed on the
bottom of each page.

·~

ASIA TIMBER IDIJTIT; f'-~RTJ\:"TRSHJl'

IMNR'l'.El\S. EXNRTERS & GBNERALMERCEAlITS
llf10

~, &i\r~,2

Rr..M. ~. N«bbari, 1'luUt1d
Ho.d a&.. 66-2-5852438. 66-2-5$54392
FJJ.' U-2-5858429

~timber;ii'asia-timbei".com

Figure 3.6.

The Web Page of Contact Us in www.asia-timber.com.
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3.10

Positioning
The name Thaidecor.com clearly represents its target audiences by

Thaidecor.com is offering the ultimate unique products in term of Thai decorative and
furniture items.
We represent ourselves as a professional of Thai unique style that provides both
the uniqueness product style with the high products quality to serve the customers.
3.11

Products
Thaidecor.com focused on the Thai decorative and furniture items that produced

from 100% of local material such as teak wood, mango wood and etc; furthermore we
also have a unique design. Most products in Thaidecor.com are not find easily in
general market. Thaidecor.com offers since the small Thai decorative until the big
furniture to the customers. The products of Thaidecor.com divided into four categories
there are outdoor accessories, interior accessories, household accessories, and new
collection.
Our packaging is concentrated on its function rather than the attractiveness, as
we have to handle the safety package during the destination as same condition as
departing from the company.
3.12

Price
Thai decorative and furniture market in Thailand is competitive in pricing.

Customers always look for better deals for their spending. However, the quality of
products and services are more important, it should be perceived by the customers to be
worth paying.
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The method that would be appropriate to set the product's price is by using
competitor based pricing, with promotion seasonal discount.
3.13

Distribution Channel
Thaidecor.com classified the distribution channel of the business into 2

separated ways. There are offline and online distribution channels.
Offline Distribution Channel
( 1)

Providing sales product and services

(2)

Accept payment in conventional ways like by cash, credit cards, and

bank transfer
Online Distribution Channel
(1)

Establishing the sales information through the digital channel allowing

surfers to search for require information to view the products and price comparison
(2)

Allowing the customers to inform the product information through e-

(3)

Providing all business partners to have interactive communication with

mail

the firm 24 hours a day for specific requirements
3.14

Promotion Mix
Since the firm launches the products and services newly to the market, the brand

awareness is one of the major goals to be created in the public. The communication
programs are tools to access consumer focusing especially to sales target of B2C and
B2B. A sales target is a critical influence on our decision to create a communication
channel. There are two channels to promote the existence of Thaidecor.com. The
online channel access to the Internet audiences and foreign segmentation while the
offline channels informs to the local segmentation
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Promotion on Offline Channel
Print Materials
Referring to the conventional communication, Thaidecor.com conducts print
materials. The catalogue or brochure is provided at the physical office and at the booths
at the exhibition.
Sales Promotion
Thaidecor.com will provide booths at the exhibition; fairs and trade show
making product availability and spreading the presence of Thaidecor.com.

For

example, open the booths with Thailand Trade Fair or SMEs Fair.
Promotion on Online Channel
Electronic communication displays explosive growth supporting the firm to
reach the sales target effectively and efficiently. The firm recognize the ever-growing
number of people spending increasing amount of time online, as well as the cyber
spaces allows sponsor with two ways communication. Then, it is worthy to spend the
advertising expenses on the Internet.
The online promotional mix to meet the target is concerned in order to create our
existence and gain more sales purchases. The online advertising is launches to attract
more surfers to the site. The images and information provided are clear and concise
with the smallest file as possible to lessen the downloading time helping viewers to
access the site easily.
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Advertising
Banners

Banners are regularly used ways of online advertising. It is a graphic displaying
on a web page. When the audiences click on the banner, they will be transfer to our
web site.

We concentrate on image size of graphic because the smallest file size

provides quicker loading to the audiences. The strategy helps people to access the web
site easier. The figures are our banner that posed to other sites to meet our prospects.
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Figure 3.7.

The Banner ofwww.thaidecor.com.

Search Engine

The firm will deliver our URL to relate search engines, which are computer
programs that automatically connect others, network resources on the Internet. To use
search engine, the target viewers are locked and the unwanted users are filtered because
of the key word function. Company name and domain name are located to notify about
the product and services that we are offers in order to reach the market actively. The
attachment is publicized on famous portal webs such as yahoo.com, sanook.com, and
amazon.com
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Direct Mail Advertising

The active push strategy is applied by sending e-mails to audience's inbox. Email is cost effective and has quick response rate from the sales target. Thaidecor.com
will e-mail to prospect in mailing list containing the name of the sales groups that the
firm purchases from the company who generated their list. This media is most personal
and selective, because direct mail goes only to the people we wish to contact, there is
almost no waste coverage. Furthermore, the cost is very economical comparing to the
other media and is beneficial.
Public Relationship (PR)

We handle Public relationship (PR) on the web to promote our brand, products
and services because the digital space provides reaching information-rich people. The
news stories and features are updated and customized easily substantially. For instance,
the charitable campaign in rural areas will be publicized continuously for its progress on
the Net.
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IV.

THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

The site is established as a medium to access all business partners including
consumers, suppliers, wholesalers, retailers, and specialists. We analyze limitations or
problems of the existing structure ofThaidecor.com and find a solution by developing a
sales information system. The sales information system is established by identifying the
new opportunities taking an advantage of information technology. The analysis also
describes briefly the hardware and software, which are served in the business operation.

4.1

System Design
To implement the sales information system of Thaidecor.com, we classify each

function into steps as a road map to develop the system.
proposed system is developed as follow:
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The core activity in the

Table 4.1.

System Development Core Activity.

Core Activity

Description

System analysis

-Identify limitation and opportunities
-Specify solution
-Establish information requirements

System design

-Create logical design specifications
-Create physical design specifications
-Manage technical realization of system

Programming

-Translate

design

specification

into

program code
Testing

-Unit test
-System test
-Acceptance test

Conversion

-Plan conversion
-Prepare documentation
-Train users and technical staff

Production and Maintenance

-Operate the system
-Evaluate the system
-Modify the system

The table illustrates the system development process of the sales information
system. All activities described occur in sequential order.
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Sales Information System
This project designs the sales information system similar to the current function
of business.

The system provider's information relevant to the business such as

business establishment and transaction, and products and services. Users enter our web
pages; click links provided in each page and look for the required information.
If the provided information does not meet their requirement, users will use e-mail to

contact us.
In addition to the system, there is an improvement in taking orders from
customer offline. In the near future, the company planed to provide the order placement
electronically that quickly route the order to the appropriate order-processing site.
Customers are able to compute the cost of their orders saving time for all parties
involved. From this page, user can click link either returning to the site or leaving the
site. This saves time and creates fewer mistakes and reduces expenses so officers have
more time to achieve other related tasks and to sell products.
Use of Cookies
Thaidecor.com also uses cookies to collect information. A cookie is small data
file that most major web sites write to visitors' hard drive for record keeping purposed
when they visit the sites. Cookies allow Thaidecor.com to measure activity on the site
and to improve their user experience, for example by remembering their viewing
preferences. The cookies are used by Thaidecor.com to measure activity on the site and
to make improvements and updates based on which areas are popular and which are not.
The cookies are not used to target promotional information to users.
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4.2

System Specification
The proposed system is an additional feature to visitors with an entirely new

level of sales information provided over the Internet. The requirement of the system is
as follow:
Hardware Specification
There are 2 set of PC; Pentium IV 1 GHz Processor, 256 MB of RAM, 20GB of
Hard Disk, 17 inch Monitor, Keyboard and Mouse, Printer, CD Writer and Modem.
Software Specification
There are Window XP, 98, and 2000, Internet Explorer 5.0 or more and
Netscape Communication, HTML Editor, Internet Access, XML, and SQL application.
4.3

Security and Control
Security
Web pages are launched in the World Wide Web using Internet as a tool to

communicate with all business partners. The web is composed of a number of servers
around the Internet. Each server has web pages displaying information and links to
other pages.

These pages are written primarily using Hypertext Markup Language

(HTML), and are identified by Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). User requires
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to access the web pages. To secure the system, the
Secure HTTP (S-HTTP) is provided for security through the use of cryptographic
algorithms.

The S-HTTP is used to protect HTTP traffic while the lower-layer

protocols such as TCP/IP also require a security. There is Socket Secure Layer or SSL
to secure the lower-layer protocols.
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To have online communication, data security is necessity to create confidence in
doing electronic commerce. The data transmitted through the channel is sent in the
form of plaintext that can be read by anyone; therefore, the SSL is brought to secure the
system. SSL protocol will encrypt the information before transfer to receivers. In the
process of SSL protocol, a server is asked to authenticate itself to a client, and both
machines are established by the encrypted connection creating both the establishment of
the private communication and the performance of client/server communication.
SSL provides major strengths to users. The key length generated in every encryption
that is long 40-bit and 128-bit causing the difficulty in breaking the encryption code
during the transmission. Lastly, most browsers support the 40-bit SSL session while the
resent browsers enable users to encrypt transaction in 128-bit session that is strong than
40-bit session. In addition, the utilization of S-HTTP and SSL protocols on the system
providing authentication, integration and confidentiality to cyber users.
Thaidecor.com uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to compatible encryption that
secures all transactions through Netscape Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and
many other browsers. As customers enter personal information (such as password,
address, phone number, and credit card number), SSL encodes it so that is available
only to them and Thaidecor.com. Encryption makes doing business over the Internet as
secure as making a purchase by telephone.
Control

The control of valid input is provided to check whether users input the valid
information. Each data field has a control to check if the type of data keyed in matches
the type of data required. For instance, the numeric data will not be accepted in an
alphabetical field.
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Due to archive storage, the new clippings dated more than two years old will be
kept in CD-Rom. By doing this, the hard disk space on database server is prevented
from being overload. The other is backup facility. Data and system files are backed up
daily so they can be restored to the system whenever the file is lost or corrupted.

4.4

Cost and Benefit Analysis
Cost Analysis
To establish the system, the company considers total cost analyses. There are

one time costs (development cost, sets of PC and related software) and recurring costs
(maintenance and data storage).
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Table 4.2.

Cost of Implementation.

Cost of Implementations

Year 1

Year2

Year3

Year4

Years

800

800

800

800

800

Server Cost 1,200/Month

14,400

14,400

14,400

14,400

14,400

Advertising Cost

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

Promotion Expense

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

360,000

360,000

360,000

360,000

360,000

Miscellaneous Cost

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

Utility Cost

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

500,200

410,200

410,200

410,200

410,200

Cost of Hardware

80,000

Cost of Software

10,000

Domain Name

Salary Cost

Total Cost

Table 4.3.

The Expected Revenue from Selling the Products.
Spending 850 Baht per person
1st Yr.

Year

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr. 5th Yr.

Customer in flow

20

30

100

150

400

600

800

1,000

Spending per person

850

850

850

850

850

850

850

850

Revenue

17,000

25,500

85,000

127,500 340,000 510,000 680,000 850,000

New Collection 30%

5,100

7,650

25,500

38,250

102,000 153,000 204,000 255,000

Interior Accessories 40%

6,800

10,200

34,000

51,000

136,000 204,000 272,000 340,000

Outdoor Accessories 10%

1,700

2,550

8,500

12,750

34,000

Household Accessories 20%

3,400

5,100

1,700

25,500

68,000 102,000 136,000 170,000
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51,000

68,000

85,000

Table 4.4.

Year

Cost and benefit Analysis.

Total Cost

Total Benefit

Accumulated

Accumulated

Benefit

Benefit

Cost

Cost
1

500,200

500,200

255,000

255,000

-245,200

2

410,200

910,400

340,000

595,000

-315,400

3

410,200

1,320,600

510,000

1,105,000

-215,600

4

410,200

1,730,800

680,000

1,785,000

54,200

5

410,200

2,141,000

850,000

2,635,000

494,000

From the table above, the return on investment will be between in Yearl, Year 2
and Year 3. Payback period can be approximately calculated as followed:
Benefit per day

(54,200+215,600)/1095
246 Baht

Payback Period

215,600/246
876 days or 28 months (2 years and 4 months)

In conclusion, source of income ofThaidecor.com will be generated from selling
the products. For the expectation of cost and customer flow above, expected return of
investment will be within approximately 2 years and 4 months.
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V.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

In the construction of web site, the most important thing to be considered is web
publishing and design. Every audience is attracted to the beautiful and easy to use web.
The impressive web will attract audience to reuse and introduce the web page to their
friends. Due to increasing amount of web site's rate, higher competitions drive web
master seeing the importance of web design. Web design is the only thing to show the
image of the store to visitors and to compete with the competitors. Audiences would
evaluate the web site according to web design and its credibility. Web design can even
determine whether that particular web site will be a success or not. To design web site,
the designer has to clearly determine the objective and target group. The structure and
information must be assigned objective and target.

The site's contents will be

categorized and oOrganized systematically for convenience to surf. There are various
structures to be considered such as navigation bars. Graphics, color and written
characters. All structures must be summed up to be parallel and direct to the concept of
the web design's objectives.

5.1

The Mission and Purpose ofThaidecor.com's Web Site
The site clearly expresses that we are providing clean, simple and easy to use of

the web site.

Being the online service, we make a provision of interactive

communication to business partners 24 hours.

The site directs toward the local

audiences in Thailand and foreign audience in the foreign market. To run the business
through Internet, we can promote on business to client effectively and efficiently by
using the web as a medium to have the interactive communication.
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This electronic technology facilitates the business transaction virtuously so the firm has
the ability to develop close relationship through the digital channel.
5.2

Thaidecor.com's Objectives
Short Term Goals
(1)

To create brand awareness of the business

(2)

To reach sales target of Thaidecor.com

(3)

To facilitate the offiine transaction (the physical shop)

(4)

To provide instant communication and 24 hour services

(5)

To have rapid adjustment of news provided

(6)

To provide consumers the sales and products information

Long Term Goals

5.3

(1)

To develop the presence of the company in the digital world

(2)

To handle the site as a tool of promote any marketing programs

(3)

To push quality and creativity online

(4)

To keep in touch with all business partners

(5)

To develop the good image and enlarge the service provided

Site Structure of Cyber Shop
The process of site contents will organize the information by identifying

contents and functional requirement as well as group contents for target group to reach
the content easily and do not get lost while visiting. To arrange the convenient usage of
the web, scenario and site structure must be planned thoughtfully by considering the
contents' relationship
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Site Structure
The site structure of Thaidecor.com is arranged in logical order to originate the
attractive and comprehensible resource to visitors. The site makes a clear provision of
web organization on how the pages are involved to other areas. This logical chart
permits audiences to make successful predictions about where to find the things.
Moreover, the unique pattern of each page is in the same format stimulating the
recognition of our web site familiarity to consumers' perception.

The consistent

techniques of ordering, labeling, and graphically arranging information give the target
to extend their knowledge from pages they have visited to pages they are unfamiliar
with.

www thaidecor com

Profi1e

Products

Order

Registration

New Collection

Outdoor
Interior
Household

Figure 5.1.

Site Structure of www.thaidecor.com.
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5.4

Ask Question
The questions must be added to learn and understand the scope of the web site.

Web designer would absorb the clear picture of the web before designing process.
Creative ideas will come out to answer the assumed question.

Therefore, asking

questions is another important process in web design. Web designer can handle and
organize it well to satisfy target customers and achieve the objectives according to these
questions and answers.

Who Are the Intended Audiences?
People who have a business about this field and also interested in the decorative
items and furniture items.

Why Will People Visit Our Web Site?
According to our mission, that provides full services, useful and uniqueness Thai
products related to the Thai decorative and furniture items to all people who are
interested in its. Therefore, the reason for people who visit our web site is to view the
unique product and also access our complete services facilities.

Why Will People Visit Our Web Site, Will They Come Back?
Thaidecor.com provided the new update the product collection throughout the
year.

Therefore, the update product collection of Thaidecor.com can motivate the

people comeback to our web site.

5.5

The Audiences
Thaidecor.com 's target to B2C and B2B segments such as retailers, wholesales,

and household buyers because of the group acquires the most portions of our products
and services.
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5.6

Site Attraction and Unique Services
We offers the uniqueness of Thai decorative and furniture items online aiming to

reach the market with our sales information services, therefore, the underlying reasons
that attract people to visit Thaidecor.com are either to view information.

New

information and new products always updated. Products and available services are view
without coming to the conventional shop.

The site is created with attractive and

colorful appearances. A systematically development helps all visitors to get required
information with just clicks and to access the site with less time.

5.7

User's Experience
Thaidecor.com is designed by keeping deeply in mind the needs of users. Most

of the time, common mistakes happen because site is created more for designers and
their needs. It is worthless if designers understand it but the user does not Most users
often have unrealistic requirements and expectations for site, therefore we designed the
site thinking of the users' point of view. Users are individuals, however they may have
similar basic characteristics. An article may be simple to a user but it is different to
others.

A web created for common users may not meet the needs of all users.

Experienced users may find the site restrictive while novice users find it too difficult
Visitors

are

individuals

with

certain

shares

capacities

and

characteristics.

Thaidecor.com is designed for common users but account for differences.
The site is creating as a combination of utility and usability. Utility describes
the site's functionally that hopefully meet users' needs while usability describes the
users' ability to manipulate the site's features in order to accomplish a particular goal.
We recognize to design the site more attractively for various groups in the market, both
the business sections and individuals.
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5.8

Groups and Label Content
Label Content
These site contents of Thaidecor.com are labeled appropriately using graphics

and text labels. Thaidecor.com would like to capture the target audiences about what
we buys therefore, the first pages has focused on the image, slogan, and company name.
The position of labels is placed focus on the point of view of the audiences. The text
label provides a text that describes and indicated its functions .
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Figure 5.2.

Label Content.
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Group Content

The contents are properly grouped which make the visitors use the web site
smoothly. Because of Thaidecor.com has focused on the easy and smoothly to use the
web site. Each menu, contents have group of sub contents that are the details of each
pages or section. The related topics are placed together in each page.

PRODUCTS

Figure 5.3.

Group Content.
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5.9

Organization Metaphor

Metaphor is an implied comparison of things basically unlike but having some
striking similarities. Generally, people define metaphor as familiar image that interprets
actions or activities working similarly to the physical product presented. Referring to
the organizational metaphor of Thaidecor.com, the design gives major benefits to the
site.

The web pages use image of our products to creating highly memorable

information to the target audiences of our pages. Especially, we focused on easy to
read, design in simple way and using a clean color to create the harmonies to our target
audiences.
Thaidecor.com uses both visual and functional metaphor as navigation of the site
to cyber people. The visual metaphor does not gear up toward experienced users but the
common one that is familiar to audiences. The functional metaphor is depicted as a
special purpose as it informs users what they are able to do with the site. Regularly, the
functional metaphor is embedded to the place that requires active involvement of users.
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PRODl.Jtls

Figure 5.4.

Organizational Metaphors.

Each product categories of www.Thaidecor.com is represented by the picture
and also support by the text. The metaphors navigate users to helping them to meet any
requirement and do not get lost in the site. Visitors discover more familiarity and
smoothness in usage.
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5.10

Navigation
Entering www.Thaidecor.com, the web site starts at the home page displaying

services offered in the site.

The home page has the links bringing users into our

contents pages and represents the link as basic.
Providing simple text navigation will easily navigate users through entire web
site. Thaidecor.com uses horizontal menu for main menu that are Profile, Products,
Order, Services, and Contact Us. Every page on our web site have main navigation bar
to tell the visitors. In this way, the visitors hardly get lost or get confused about where
they should go next. They will clearly understand where they need to go in order to find
what they are looking for. The site and page label are placed at the left top of each page
and the main navigation bar also placed at the right bottom of each page.
The site has a rich set of graphics navigation and interactivity links. These help
users to move around the site spontaneously from any pages using efficient navigation
tools. It also helps to pull attention of audiences down the page. Providing consistent
and predictable set of navigation buttons in the site assists visitors to perceive their
current position in Thaidecor.com while it gives users a sense of a well-organized cyber
shop. He visibility, labeling and placement of navigation tools create clear site contents
to our target audiences.
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Home Page is the first page of the site that audiences will visit and it would link
to other main pages. There are six main menus that are Home, Profile, Products, Order,
Services, and Contact Us. When mouse is over each menu bar, it will appear according
to each main menu. With a click, it will bring audience to contents page of each link.
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Figure 5.5.

Navigation of Home Page.
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Profile Page is another page that provide the company profile and address of
company to create the credible toward to the customers.

Figure 5.6.

Navigation of Profile Page.
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Products Page is the another page of Thaidecor.com, it provide the products
categories that we offers to the customers and also provide the condition in order
placement in each products categories. Mainly we provide four products categories
there are New Collection, Outdoor Accessories, interior Accessories, and Household
Accessories.

PRODUCTS.

Figure 5.7.

Navigation of Products Page.
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New Collection Page is the sub-section of main products page, within this page
we provides the products in new collection categories to serve the customers.

Navigation of New Collection Page.

Figure 5.8.
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An Outdoor Accessories Page is the sub-section of main products page, within
this page we provides the products in an outdoors accessories categories to serve the
customers.

Figure 5.9.

Navigation of Outdoor Accessories Page.
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An Interior Accessories Page is the sub-section of main products page, within

this page we provides the products in interior accessories categories to serve the
customers.

INTERIOR A~CESSORlES

Figure 5.10.

Navigation oflnterior Accessories Page.
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A Household Accessories Page is the sub-section of main products page, within
this page we provides the products in household accessories categories to serve the
customers.

Figure 5.1.1

Navigation of Household Accessories Page.
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An Order Page is the main menu page of the navigation bar, within this page we

provides the description about the condition in order placement and the payment
methods.

Figure 5.12.

Navigation of Order Page.
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Services Page is the main menu page of the navigation bar, within this page we
provides for the users who are interest or gain information about the e-catalogue online
therefore, we provide the users to sign up to be our member ofwww.Thaidecor.com.

Figure 5.13.

Navigation of Services Page.
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Contact Us Page is the main menu page of the navigation bar, within this page
we provides the address of then office and also provide the e-mail address to contact
directly to us.

Figure 5.14.

Navigation of Contact Us Page.
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5.11

Visual Design
The site applies a simple and clear color and graphics to create the visual design

being attractive in a simple scheme, and most graphic sources are engaged to our
products in the site. The impact of these graphics is a tool to stimulate the target
audiences to enter the site. The dense text documents without visual design are boring
and are difficult to read especially on the relative low-resolution screens.
The visual design of Thaidecor.com proposes to compose the eye-catching,
attractive and appealing.

The cyber shop's environment provides viewers the

recognition of place wherever they surf the site. The design in simple style and using
the clean color to create the feeling harmony and the images also supports to create the
motivate visitors to try our products and services.

Moreover, fonts appearing

throughout the cyber shop are ornamented with neatness that can be clearly found in
most pages and site labels. The images provided are example of graphics using in our
cybershop.
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Figure 5.15

Visual Design
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5.12

Layout Grid
The layout grid is made on a paper or screen prototyping phase. At this phase,

a piece o paper with a browser window outline is handled to sketch button, heading and
feature within the page. Various graphics are saved as a GIF, JPG, and SWF loading
into the browser to test how they look like in the typical environment. The visual
design of the Thai decorative and furniture site is proceeded in a top-down fashion from
home page to sub-section page and finally to the contents pages. The bordering effect
of the browser window is developed considering the most convenience to clients.
Referring to the layout grid, the format is used as our original palette making
designer to update and modify each page efficiently without the necessity to stop and rethink the basic design approach for every new page. The same formats create the digital
shop more consistent to viewers.
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Figure 5.16.

Layout Grid of Home Page.

All pages have the same layout, looking to the layout of the home page; the page
layout is divided into three parts. We use frameset function to isolate the site label
frame from the navigation frame and the content frame.
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VII.
6.1

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Conclusion
www.Thaidecor.com is the online gateway to Thai decorative and Thai furniture

web site that offer the full range of Thai products and services that aims to serve and
satisfy its target customers. The primary customers are wholesaler and retailers who
live in both local area and foreign country, and they have a business in these fields and
always regularly use the Internet, where as the secondary customers are household users
who live in the urban area and regularly use the Internet.
The firm's competitive advantage is a one stop shopping web site that provides
full range of products and services. This allows the customers to match their needs with
the offering of the company. The information about product attributes, prices, models,
collection, and other services also aid the customers in the buying decision. Thus, it is
very convenient for the customers to shop and gain more information.
Two stages of success are to be achieved; first stage focuses on B2B (Businessto-Business) and B2C (Business-To-Customer) by using good promotion tools to
increase its presence and brand equity in the market. Following the success of the first
stage, www.Thaidecor.com should be more profitable once the brands become familiar
to customers.

Additionally, in the near future W\vw.Thaidecor.com plans to

coordination with business partners will help to develop the feasible market.
To cope with the current e-commerce trend and business opportunity, a
prototype of cyber shop name Thaidecor.com is established which utilizes the sales
information systems. The system provides information relevant to the business such as
business establishment and transaction, and products and services.
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Using Thaidecor.com, users have to give their personal information there are
personal data and aggregated data.
In the payment system, we use payment transaction in form of a letter of credit
(LC) that also provides to reduces the credit risk, assured highly in payment methods,
and LC must confirmed by a bank.
Lastly, our web is designed on easy to use concept due to effective navigation in
five functions are Introduction, Profile, Products and Price, Service, and Contact Us.
Customers will never get lost visiting our web site because the contents will be arranged
systematically and easy to find reliable contents those are updated frequently.

6.2

Recommendations

The project is to analyze the feasibility of the proposed sales information
system. In practice, it may not be accurate to implement the said system before a
through cost benefit analysis has been conducted. Since we are still in the recovery
stage of the economic crisis, the unpredictable environment that prevailed may affect
the proposed system.
In the near future, Thaidecor.com plans to use the payment online transaction in
the making purchase to serve the facilitated and utilize to the customer. Thaidecor.com
realizes the importance of the security system in e-commerce. Therefore, we use the
payment transaction from Krung Thai Payment Gateway (Krung Thai Bank) that
develops and creates the modem innovation in payment system technology via the
Internet system to weave the nation's policy of international trading.

Besides, this

system that encourages Thai industry and manufacturing products to advance in the
global trading system.
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Moreover, Krung Thai Payment Gateway had done many successful ecommerce projects in Thailand that provides services in full e-commerce cycle; it
provides reliable payment gateway transaction.
From buyer to seller to KTB, all the purchasing cycle, Krung Thai Payment
Gateway has been surely, systematically and continuously tested. Secure Socket Layer
(SSL 128 bit) and Digital Signature have been implemented to maximize the system
reliance.
The best service presented to KTB's customers m order to be a truly ecommerce leader in Thailand are as follows:
(1)

Krung Thai Payment Gateway is an Online Real Time approval when

purchasing with KTB Credit Card, VISA or MASTER Card even direct debit in the near
future.
(2)

While doing a purchasing transaction, buyer and purchaser are the

persons only who send the information for payment to the card analysis center. This
information will be encrypted and coded with special methodology called SSL 128 bit
(Secure Socket Layer) that is difficult to be accessed by other persons.
(3)

In case of using Krung Thai Credit Card, KTB does not charge any fee

from the purchaser.
(4)

The customers can do Krung Thai Direct Debit from Krung Thai Bank

account by Automatic Payment by Direct Debit at Revenue Department of Thailand,
Metropolitan Waterworks Authority of Thailand and The Communication Authority of
Thailand.
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In addition, maintaining a successful online business requires particular attention
on the security system since the advanced technology also provides ample opportunity
for intruders to corrupt the system.
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